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PRACTICE 

Come to think of it .... 

Gordon Hartford 

Pedant's corner 
'Charles Nicholl says of Count Fran
cesco Cenci (London Review of Books) 
that he had "his head stoved in". The 

verb is "to stave (in)" with past tense 
and participle "staved (in)". There is a 
verb "to stove", meaning "to heat in an 
oven", which does have past tense and 
participle "stoved". 1 haven't met this 

before, but there is a parallel with "to 
heave (in sight)", with past tense and 

participle "heaved" or "hove". The form 
"hoved (in sight)" instead of "hove (in 

sight)" has recently appeared more than 

once (in the Guardian). Presumably we 
don't see "droved" for drove (or "drived" 

for that matter) because this particular 
strong verb is in very common use.' [Let
ter by Benedict Nixon to the LRB 16/ 
07/1998] 

Nowadays examples of inappreciation 
of the useful finesse of the possessive 

apostrophe's' are rife. We are assailed 

from all sides (including newspaper 
editorials) by sentences such as 'I am 
amused by John (instead of "John's") 

going to town' when the writer intends 

to convey that his amusement is 
caused by the fact or prospect of 
John's going to town, not by John the 
person while he or the writer is going 

to town or possibly even both of them 
are going, such are the weedlike 

ambiguities which flourish for lack of a 
well-timed possessive's'." 
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Punctuation of 'however' is also in a 
parlous state. To traditionalists (a tenn 
of abuse?) there is a difference between 
'However you do it' and 'However, you 
do it' which is repeatedly ignored by 

people who write sentences such as 'We 
would like you to attend however to this 
matter', leaving us to divine whether 
they mean 'you nonetheless ', 'you as op

posed to someone else', or 'you in what
ever manner you wish'. T but murmur 
this, knowing not which to dread more 
- the contempt of those confident of 

meaning from the unpunctuated posi
tion of a word, or the drab homage of 

those who care for commas. 

I regret the reduced potency of 'if', as 
in 'He is brilliant if eccentric', now that 
it is used indifferently for 'but', 'though', 
'albeit', or even a tepid 'and ', because 1 

recall, perhaps fancifully, times when the 
use of 'if' meant that the brilliance was 

conditional on the eccentricity, not 
merely qualified by it. 

Diary of moments in a half 
year 
While sitting in a lower court awaiting 
one's turn to apply for bail , it was im

possible not to overhear snatches of con
versation by the prosecutor. They went 

something like this over the telephone 
so thoughtfully provided nowadays by 

some courts to swiften justice (dots sig
nify the unheard responses) : 

'Hello. Did you get my card? ... It was 
nice, eh? ... I'm maar glad you liked it. ... 

Didn't you think the words were beooo
tiful? ... Yes, I thought the words wore 

beoootiful too, so poetic .... Well, ja, 

ekshually they were mos in a poem, since 
you put it that way ... Ja, so tell me, when 

am 1 going to see you again? ... So that 
means tomOlTOW night is out? ... Ja, and 
the night after that? (turning to his diary 

irritably as an investigating officer urges 

Gordon Hartford 
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a docket under his nose) ... Oh, I see. So 
when am I going to see you? ... What do 
you mean you're not sure? ... TeIJ me, in 
your scheme of things how much counts 
for looks? ... That much, eh? Hell, man, 

and intelligence? ... Oh, I see. And what 
about personality, surely that counts for 

something? ... As little as that, heh? You 
disappoint me ... No, no, I didn't mean 

that, I meant I was just sommer a bit sur
prised, that's all ... Ja. I see, nouja, I really 
do see. How does Saturday look to you? ... 
No, man, today's sti ll Monday, worse luck 

(waving away the investigating officer). 
God, hier kom die Landdros, ek moet waai. 

Ta-ra.' [The outcome of this romantic use 
oftaxpayer's money is unknown, only that 
a few minutes later, bail having been 

granted for RSOO, the investigating officer 
returned stony-faced to point out that he 
had signified a minimum of R2 000 be
cause of the accused's depressingly rel

evant record.] 

Law and lawyers 
Sooner or later I suppose we ask our
selves why there are so many critical 

comments about our profession, ask, but 
receive few satisfactory answers. Per
haps its combativeness has something 

to do with it, that the combat is so pub
lic, hard-fought, and expensive, and that 
neither victims of crime nor successful 

appellants in criminal matters gain re

dress for anguish. 
For every winner there is a loser, and 

only the exception loses graciously. 

There is, too, an opening of hostilities 
in which the ground is sown with salt. 

Litigants are seldom themselves when 
they enter a lawyer's office. Dispute 

brings them in the first place, bitterness 

in the second. Their rite of passage to 
justice is often painful. Their integrity 

is subject to unusually rigorous ques
tioning, and if not their integrity their 

memory may be found wanting. 
Condemnation of one litigant 's 

memory might vindicate another's, but 
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the vindicated is as likely to congratulate 
himself as his lawyer (the 'I told you so' 
syndrome), the condemned more likely 
to reproach his lawyer than himself 
('Why didn ' t you warn me against such 
cross-examination, such a cynical 
judge?'). In its search for justice the pro
fession is adjacent to so much unavoid
able pain that it may suffer its tincture 
and taint unfairly. 

Look for pleasant things said about 
the profession. They are as often by law
yers as by others, and not strewn so plen
tifully that they greet us monthly. Without 
our looking for unpleasant comments, 
they appear unbidden, for example: 
'James Wood's review ofPeter Ackroyd's 
Life ofThomas More (London Review of 
Books) is an interesting attempt to set the 
record straight on A Man for All Sea
sons. More was, no doubt, a cruel and 
glib lawyer whose adventitious distinc
tion between the Church's role in purg
ing heresy and that of the State in purging 
heretics exemplifies the ethics of his 
black-letter, black-spirited profession.' 

'[E]xemplifies the ethics of his black
letter, black-spirited profession'! Some 
of us have led the I must now suppose 
blind life in the brain, nourished by 
Robert Bolt's amiably scripted A Man 
forAll Seasons and the warming glo
ries of technicolour film, which sup
posed More a rather decent stick and 
admirable for his opposition to the cut
ting down of the laws of the land until 
there was not a thicket wherein a good 
man could escape tyranny. Now More 
is marked as a lawyer and therefore 
black-spirited. Will anyone protest this 
casual calumny? Probably the profession 
is too busy or dignified, or both, and does 
not care for the dumbing-down prose 
with which public relations 'experts' 
explain the ways of their masters to men. 
Presumably the Bar regards spin-doc
tors as a vulgar resort. 

But perhaps some kind of press of
ficer could note unfair public detraction 
of the profession, and, where appropri
ate, despatch a honed rebuttal. Bouquets 
from grateful clients could not only be 
garnered but passed on so as to soften 
the desert air of deprecation. Merely 
musing, of course. The evening after I 
had written those words I encountered 

this in a review of Altman 's film of 
Grisham's The Gingerbread Man: 'In one 
courtroom scene in the movie a lawyer 
tells the judge: "Your honour, the de
ceased had a deep-seated mistrust and 
fear of attorneys." To which the judge, 
Altman's superego ifeverthere was one, 
snarls: "Don't we all?''' 

Now, weeks later, between proof
readings, I come across this in Business 
Day, reproduced from the Financial 
Times no less: 

Whatever the morality of his affair with 

Lewinsky, Clinton lied repeatedly to con

ceal it - and did so with reckless delibera

tion. All the rest is sophistry, important 

perhaps to lawyers, but irrelevant in the 

real world [my emphasis]. 

The slur linking lawyers with sophistry, 
and the innuendo that what might be im
portant to us is irrelevant to the real 
world, are gratuitously inSUlting. The ex
ceptional mastery of language demon
strated by the Bench, Senior Counsel, 
and all those of the Bar on their way to 
such distinction, services many of the 
crucial contracts of commerce - the so
called 'real world': the profession guards 
standards of precision, rewarding clar
ity of expression and punishing lapses 
from it. More than most other members 
of society, sophistry is vanquished by 
judges and able counsel. Why should the 
profession suffer ignorant journalists and 
forego deadly retort. If just a few Bar 
seniors could find time to lace the press 
with a letter or two excoriating the 
tawdryness of what poses as informed 
criticisms by the media or those parlia
mentarians whose lips we perversely 
chance to read, what an arsenal we could 
deploy in our defence. The need for such 
defence might, alas, be sharpening. 

That litigation is fraught is undeni
able. Here is the striking opening to a 
recent judgment of the Supreme Court 
of Appeal: 'In coldly clinical terms this 
is an appeal against the dismissal of an 
action for damages suffered as a conse
quence of a paralysis of the left side of 
the face caused by the allegedly negli
gent conduct of a surgeon employed by 
the Transvaal province who performed 
an operation upon appellant's left ear in 
September 1991. In human terms it is a 

sad tale of high hopes, good intentions, 
dashed expectations, much anguish, and 
ensuing recriminations culminating in 
lengthy, stressful, and expensive litiga
tion. The resolution of the litigation was 
more than ordinarily difficult. There 
were conflicts of fact on both major and 
minor issues. Some of the evidence 
given in support of appellant's case was 
manifestly or demonstrably unreliable. 
So too was some of the evidence given 
in support of the case for the respond
ents. A pre-existing undercurrent of pro
fessional and personal hostility towards 
the respondent surgeon on the part of 
his counterpart, who was the principal 
professional champion ofthe appellant's 
cause, was plainly evident.. Subsequent 
surgical intervention many months later 
by a Swiss surgeon not called to testify, 
far from providing clear answers to what 
had caused the paralysis, raised yet more 
conundrums. The learned trial Judge 
(Botha J) did his best to arrive at firm 
conclusions and in many respects was 
able to do so. However, in the final analy
sis, he found himself unable to conclude 
that it had been established by appel
lant on a balance of probability that neg
ligence on the surgeon's part had been 
proved and he granted absolution from 
the instance with costs.' [Marais JA in 
Broude v Mclntosh and Others 1998 (3) 

SA 60 (SCA) at 611-620.] 

Charivari 
'Grafton well understands that footnotes 
can never be perfect, if that claim im
plies that "every statement in the text 
rests on an unassailable mountain of 
attested facts," but he wants them to ap
proach that condition as closely as possi
ble, and is hard on cheats and show-offs, 
venal pilers-up of citations. Writers in 
legal publications are especially and of
ten uselessly ostentatious ... ' Frank 
Kermode, reviewing Anthony Grafton's 
The Footnote: A Curious History (Faber, 
1997) [London Review ofBooks, p26] 

'Spare me, your Honour!' a convict 
begged the judge sentencing him. 
'Spare me because I'm a prisoner of 
my upbringing!' 'So am I,' said the 
judge. 'Send him down.' 
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Balfour, who cared not at all for the 
abusive manner of Churchill's father, 
Lord Randolph, at the despatch box, 
described him as having 'the manners 
of a pirate and the courage of a gov
erness' . 

First world conference 
on advocacy 

Report by E Bertelsmann SC on 
the conference which was held at 
the Inns ofCourt School ofLaw 
from 29 June to 3 July 1998. 

Civil procedure:changes 
The conference was opened by the Lord 
Chancellor, Lord Bingham who elabo
rated upon some very controversial 
changes he is about to make to the rules 
realting to civil procedure in the High 
Court of England and Wales. These in
clude: 

The introduction of a fast-track sys
tem for all claims under £ 15 000,00 
in terms of which the trial will have 
to be concluded in one day unless the 
judge allows an extended hearing. 
Such approval must be given a priori 

and will be granted only in exceptional 
cases. 
Expert witnesses will only in excep
tional circumstances be allowed to 
give oral evidence and be cross-ex
amined. In future, experts' evidence 
will, as a rule, be presented in writ
ing, even in those cases in which the 
experts do not agree. 
The right of audience will be ex
tended to solicitors in all courts in 
which this does not yet exist. 
Consideration is being given to al
low advocates who have not been able 
to find residence in established cham
bers, to practise independently and to 
appear in all courts. 
The right to represent litigants may, 
in at least some courts, be extended 
to unqualified laymen. 
The Lord Chancellor emphasised the 
need for a speedy conclusion of civil 

In an informal age of facile chumminess 
Howzit, comrade!') and bogus bon
homie (,Have a good day') it is hearten
ing to recall that even when hanging over 
an abyss brave men could be relied upon 
to observe the formalities. When the dis
tinguished Everest mountaineer, Eric 

litigation and will introduce pre-trial 
procedures very reminiscent of the 
South African rule 37 process. 

Practice of advocacy 
A wide variety of subjects which impact 
upon the practice of advocacy was dis
cussed. Some aspects which deserve to 
be specifically mentioned include: 

Effective consultation and communi
cation with the client, particularly 
across cultural, language and class 
barriers. Professor Cunnigham of the 
United States of America presented a 
fascinating video demonstration of 
consultations actually conducted with 
an awaiting-trial prisoner by his 
counsel, which highlighted the mis
understandings which may arise. 
Techniques of persuasion, particu
larly in relation to cross-cultural con
tacts in trial situations. A Japanese 
participant illustrated how aggressive 
attempts to persuade the tribunal or 
the opponent may be counterproduc
tive in some societies, particularly the 
Japanese, and he illuminated alter
natives to the accusatory approach. 
Challenges to ethical rules. Among 
these, the role of the public prosecu
tor and the cab-rank rule were criti
cally examined. It would appear that 
the cab-rank rule is being eroded in 
the United Kingdom to such an ex
tent that it may well be abandoned. 
This in turn will lead to further pres
sure to fuse the professions. The ques
tion of the continued existence of the 
independent Bar was touched upon 
in this context. 
Considerable time was devoted to the 
examining of transnational and 
transborder practice which is becom-

Shipton, after years of expeditionary 
climbing with his great partner H W 
Tilman, asked whether, given everything, 
they might call each other Bill and Eric 
instead of Mr Shipton and Mr Tilman, 
Tilman said that he was willing, except 
that it sounded 'so damn silly'. m 

ing an ever-increasing phenomenon. 
The languages of communication, 
information technology and multina
tional firms were discussed. An in
teresting contribution sketched the 
present debates and negotiations con
ducted with the purpose of introduc
ing an European Union Court of 
Criminal Justice. 
A full day was devoted to interna
tional commercial arbitration. 
Again, issues of language, interpre
tation, translation and cross-cultural 
sensi ti vi ties came to the fore, to
gether with matters such as choice 
of law, composition of the tribunal, 
choice of arbitration rules and the 
need to understand the nuances of 
practice in avrious jurisdictions. 
Time was devoted to the communi
cation between tribunal and advocate, 
the various modes of transmitting the 
'message' and the advantages or 
otherwise of previous acquaintance 
of the presiding judge. 
Effective training of young barristers 
and continued legal education, legal 
writing and, in particular, effective 
written argument was dealt with 
against the above backdrop. 

During the concluding plenary session 
the participants were agreed that the 
shrinking globe required of the effective 
advocate an ever-increasing need to mas
ter more than one language. Translation 
during trials and the quality and reliabil
ity of interpreters and their services upon 
whom tribunal and practitioner are often 
completely dependent, will have to be 
given much more intensive attention in 
future. This subject will be central to the 
next conference, which may be held in 
South Africa. m 
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